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What will it take to understand?
Breaking hearts and broken minds knowing nothing's planned
Deep and deeper feelings sometimes stay locked in
Telling it exactly as it says on the tin

The things we hear when we go out
So much noise and trash talk - what's that all about?
My left hand column wont delay me from the truth
Contemplating what it is I want to say to you

Where do we to go from here?
You've heard it all before
There's nothing left to fear - I've got a lot to say and more
I know I know, I know

This bar is full of idle chat
So I'll leave my drink behind and brush past the black cat
Speaking in tongues gives people their own voice
Garbage in and garbage out leaves us with no real choice

We're taught it's best to speak your mind
These times they are changing - so don't be left behind
Zeroes and ones can often be our shield
My left hand column's almost ready to reveal

Chorus

My left hand column won't delay me from the truth
My left hand column is set to raise the roof

Words & Music by Ritchie,
Produced by Ritchie & Bailey

TRACK ONE



there for you I'll be there for you when the silence is loud
Where friendships are gold where people are proud

You'll be there for me when the clouds clear the streets
When I need you most and I hear your heart beat

I'll be there for the first time with conflicting careers
Where people first meet to calm their pain and tears

Planting mines that grow into shrines
Fighting for land instead of shaking hands

Thinking of faith or dreaming of hope
Committed to life, to adjust and to cope

I'll be there for you when all this subsides
Saving more lives instead of taking sides

You'll be there for me when we light up the skies
When smiles disappear and our banner flies

I was there with you when dust became earth
Laying to rest we questioned our worth

Words & Music by Ritchie,
Produced by Ritchie & Bailey
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wasted

A poem by Neil Ritchie (Not on the
EP nor recorded)

A POEM

What can I say
It started back when they took our coal away
How do you feel?
To see our once great industry unpeeled
The energy debate creates more and more environmental hate

We spend more on war
While spending less in sorting out our own mess
Just send more forces
Never learning if we even back the right horses
After all a missile is so cheap another ambulance on the heap

But who is next?
Our Schools, our Steel or their NHS?
Our industrial nation
Watches Europe build more power stations
We let our own industry die while funding the banking crisis cry

This industrial revolution
Fewer jobs for our kids is the solution
North south divided
Hiding behind a vote from those who decided
But the country's clearly healthy
Take prescriptions from the poor to aid the wealthy

It's a difficult situation
Replacing graft with craft and skills with a pill nation
Just follow America with freedom to shoot any random invader
Where fortune favours the brave and money leads to a symbolic, maybe
shambolic grave

Where will it end?



disarray I've got to get off the estate
Take leave of all my dodgy mates

Evade the scoundrels and the yobs
Clean up my act and find a job

I'm planning my route of escape
From this atmosphere of hate

There is no service with a smile
I haven't seen that for a while
Just the excrement of dogs

The stench of a thousand bogs
It will consume me at this rate
I must act before it's too late

The constant glare of all those eyes
And when I dare to criticise

The jabs and stings the bites and barks
That come my way when it gets dark

Drive my desire to get away
and leave behind this disarray

I have something to believe in
Nothing can crush my dream of leaving

If I could go I'd go today
And turn my back on disarray

Repeat
Words by Bailey & Music by Ritchie,
Produced by Ritchie & Bailey
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When Matt Bailey enlisted Neil Ritchie to help produce the recent
‘They Must Have Seen Me Coming’ EP and 'Delusions of
Grandeur LP' by The Salient Braves, they both had no idea at the
time that they would soon be collaborating on a completely new
venture. in 2017 they combined their talents with “High Rise
Finale’. Drawing from an inspiration of 80’s electronic traditions,
todays synth pop and adding modern, socially observant lyrics
this becomes their first EP. The aim, to develop a classic
electronic sound but with lyrics that paint a picture of some of the
deeper and broodier side of society and the modern world we live
in. Not setting out to make any political statements, make
judgements or rally for any specific causes but simply a project to
be more about documenting and capturing observations of life in
general. People can make their own judgements on the content.
The lyrics are very important to High Rise Finale and form the
backbone of all the songs, backed with a strong electronic synth
orientated back drop, string pads and guitar riffs. A bit of a
conflict in some respects? Maybe or maybe not, but for sure a lot
of people will get it and will relate well to the stories being told.
High Rise Finale are Neil Ritchie, Matt Bailey & Dani. Enjoy x
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